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Recommended seating combinations
for people with moderate to active levels of mobility
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What is onesolution?
When we issue a wheelchair to someone, we need to think
about prescribing the best possible seat cushion, back
support and other positioning accessories.
It’s about taking in to account the person’s
needs and how that may change over time to
ensure people are as functional as they can be.
By preventing postural deformities and pressure
injuries we can assist people to live the most
independent, active and enjoyable lives as
possible, without disruption.
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We offer a wide portfolio of mobility and seating
options. In this brochure we are featuring the most
advanced seating combinations as recommended
by leading therapists and experts. Now you can
browse the options and arrange to order and deliver
these combinations as one complete solution.
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Adaptable by design
Our folding wheelchairs are cleverly designed with
endless configuration possibilities that allow them to
be adjusted as physical needs change. Together with
our carefully considered seating combinations, we can
offer modularity and adjustability to suit a wide range of
people with different needs and lifestyles.
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Recommended back supports
Rigid back supports are a key component to preventing postural
deformities and offers far more functionality in the wheelchair than a
standard canvas.

Deep
Award-winning backrest, offering
superior posture support, pressure
relief and exceptional microclimate
control.

Same great backrest with extra
lateral depth for maximum trunk
support, pressure relief and
exceptional microclimate control.

Recommended cushions
We offer a wide range of wheelchair cushions for comfort, pressure relief
and positioning, perfect for people with moderate levels of mobility.

CONTOUR VISCO NG
100% viscoelastic contoured foam
cushion offers efficient pressure
distribution for people at medium
to high risk of skin breakdown
whilst promoting stability.

Award-winning modular cushion
offers exceptional pressure relief
for people at very high risk of
skin breakdown and maximum
postural stability.

Recommended pelvic positioning belt
Core stability is fundamental for optimising function and mobility. Using a
posture belt secures the pelvis for more stability, enhancing upper body
control, which is especially important for prolonged wheelchair use.

2-point belt
High-quality pelvic positioning belts with a durable and comfortable
construction offers superb secondary postural support with a range of
buckle options.
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onesolution advocates
“As an independent Occupational Therapist,
I’m familiar with a wide range of mobility options
available on the market including Invacare’s Action
range. The concept of ‘one solution’ is new but what
I really like about it is the range of modular and
adjustable seating options available and that they
come together already mounted on the chair. This
makes it easy to customise and find the right solution
for my client’s needs.“

Trish Denison, Occupational Therapist
Adapt Neurotherapy, UK

Watch my
clinical review

“I’ve been a physiotherapist for several years and since
the beginning of my career, my goal has been always the
same: to give the correct solution to my clients to ensure
they live their best life. Finding the best solution has
always been a challenging activity with so many things to
consider - from clinical needs to the person’s lifestyle and
environment. Having one solution makes the process a
lot easier.”

Francesca Laurenti, Physiotherapist
Unità Spinale di Vicenza, Italy

“As the Clinical Lead for the Bristol Wheelchair
Service, we want to offer our clients the best possible
mobility and seating solutions that best match their
needs. Having all the available options on one order
form has really simplified the selection process
and now allows us to prescribe the best possible
combinations. With all the components being
delivered and readily mounted to the wheelchair it
also saves my team a lot of time! I’m looking forward
to seeing the concept of one solution introduced
across all Invacare wheelchair brands.“

Kirsty-Ann Cutler, Clinical Lead
Bristol Centre for Enablement, UK
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oneorder.
A simplified ordering process allows you to order your complete solution
in one order. With an increased product range to choose from and more
configuration possibilities, ordering your wheelchair, seating systems and
accessories has never been easier.

onedelivery.
Now delivered as one with mounting hardware and pelvic positioning
belts pre-installed ensuring your complete solution is ready for use to
make life’s experiences possible.
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